INTRODUCTION
This paper reports results of a study made for the purpose of developing an objective method for forecasting winter rain a t Portland, Oregon, 24-48 hours in advance. The study was undertaken simultaneously with a siniilar investigation by Vernon [I] on forecasting rain a t San Francisco. It was inspired largely by the need for improved forecasts extending be ond 24 hours for use in portation. This method of forecasting is not a substitute for present forecasting techniques or thorough analyses of the physical processes of the atmosphere, but if used in conjunction with these it can be a valuable forecasting aid. These results shoulcl be used cautiously unt8il more cases have been studied in order to find those variables which will produce the highest degree of forecasting skill.
Previous studies attacking the problem of forecasting rain on the west coast resorted to map typing, and the method of forecasting set forth in this paper also depends on proper typing of maps. Reed [2] was the first to publish a map typing system for the northeast Pacific Ocean, and in a sense it is the parent of those which followed. His system was based on the direction of the principal air currents over the northeast Pacific and each map was classified as N, NW, W, SIT, S, or E, following in general the principles set forth by Abercromby [3] who earlier had developed a method of typing maps in the north Btlantic Ocean. Reed's system is descriptive and requires the subjective impressions of forecast,ers; nevertheless it is an excellent system, and one that has been used regularly since it was published in 1932. Brown [4] , in 1943, published a paper on rainfall forecasting for Los Angeles. He considered weather types which were modifications of Reed' s types, and his method of forecasting is partly objective. I n the same year the California Institute of Technology [5] published an elaborate and detailed system of classifying maps. This developnient was based largely on the configuration of the pressure field with the position and intensity of the Pacific High forming the kegstone. Then in 1946, Thompson [6] developed an objective method of forecasting rain a t Los Angeles 6-24 hours ahead. This paper differs from Thompson' s in that it aims to forecast rain for Portland 24-48 hours in operational planning by apricu T ture, industry, and trans-842W3-48-1 advance thus provicling a more useful service in operational planning.
Typing weat81ier maps by individual deduction results in differences of opinion since a vast number of maps are reasonably siniilar yet have significant differences which are not readily recognizable. It wns the purpose of the investigation out81inecl here, in conjunction with Vernon's study, to type maps by numerical means as the first step of an objective method of forecasting rain. Accomplishing that, toe second step was to find suitable pressure gradients or other variables which would separate the "rain" from the "no-rain" cases in each type.
The 1300 GRIT maps of the Historical Weather Map series [7] for the ten months of January and February 1932 , 1933 , 1935 , 1936 , and 1938 formed the basis for this study. These 297 maps were selected because they represent days during wet and dry months and months with average winter rainfall. In addition they represent a variety of weather types. A "rain" day is defined as one on which a measurable aniount of rain fell in the official gage in Portland between midnight ancl midnight of the following clap-20 to 44 hours after map time. Traces counted as "rain" only if measurable rain fell on the day preceding or following the day for which the forecast was made. A few other winter months were used for test purposes and the results from 4 of these, December 1930 and 1933, and January and February 1937, appear in a later section. Although the study was confined to the months of January and February, equally good results have been obtained in December ancl t'he results outlined here should be restricted to the main part of the rainy season.
INVESTIGATION
CIRCULATION I N D I C E S A N D MAP CLASSES
The first step in the investigation was to measure the meridional and zonal circulation by means of pressure gradients on the theory that atmospheric current,s follow established patterns and the principal flow patterns usually are persistent for long periods. The areas in which these measurements were made encompass a large pressure field and extend far upwind from the west coast. By applying synoptic experience certain geographical coordinates were 
When this difference is positive the latitudinal flow is from west to east, and when negative, from east to west; the magnitude of the diff erence is an indicat,ion of the strength of the zonal circulation.
Algebraic relationships between the values of the meridional and zonal indices may be used to classify maps, numerically, into types. Abnormal circulation patterns such as "northerly" and "southerly" produce, respectively, positive and negative nieridional values numerically larger than numerical values of the zonal indices. On the other hand a strong westerly circulation produces a positive zonal incles much larger than the numerical value of the meridional indes. Such relationships as these were used for classifying the surface weather maps examined in this study by plotting for each map a clot (rain day) or open circle (no-rain day) on rectangular coordinates 
S E P A R A T I O N O F R A I N AND NO-RAIN DhYS
The second step in the development of an objective method of forecasting rain at Portland was to find a means of separating the "rain" from the "no-rain" days within each class.
Class 1 (M>O>Z).-Maps
of this class have characteristics of both "northerly" and "easterl -'' types (see fig. 4 ).
The principal circulation of the air is &om north to south. Pressure is lower over the coast than 500-1,000 miles offshore and usually there is a marked increase in pressure from Portland to the Alaskan Coast, a reversal of the normal distribution of pressure. The first attempt a t finding a satisfactory method of segregating the "rain" and '' no-rain" days was by correlating these pressure anomalies with the occurrences of rain at Portland. Strong pressure gradients between southwestern Alaska and Portland invariably produced rain. Examination of the data showed that there w-as a critical pressure dift'erence between the points, 60' N., 160' W. and 50' N., 130' W.
This pressure gradient proved to be a valuable variable in separating the "rain" and "no-rain" days.
The other important characteristic of this class is the low pressure trough which lies over the coast. There was a definite relation between rain a t Portland and the position of this trough with respect to Portland. Any Lows within the trough were of less importance. Whenever the pressure a t 50' N., 130' W. is higher t'han the pressure at 40' N, 135' W. the effective part of the trough has moved south of the latitude of Portland which is then out of the path of rain-bearing winds and rain terminates. I n figure 8 all cases of Class I maps are plotted with these 2 pressure difference parameters as rectangular coordinates. There is no clear cut separation of "rain" and "no-rain" days, but one side of the graph is occupied almost wholly b "rain" days. Between this cluster of "rain" days and t t e few "no-rain" days on the opposite side there is a zone consisting of about an equal number of each kind of weather. These lines probably will require revision when more cases are studied inasmuch as there are only four cases on the "no-rain" side of the graph. Those cases in the transition zone were replotted using the pressure difference between 50' N., 130' W. at 50' N., 140' W. as coordinates ( fig. 9 ). These two secondary variables further refine the characteristics of the low pre.ssure trough and the high pressure ridge to the northwest. These variables should be used cautiously since there are too few cases to establish their validity.
Clafis I1 (M>O, Z>O).-This classification comprises the usual "northwesterly" types and a portion of those commonly called "nort,herly." The map in figure 5 borders between these t.wo types but IS representative of t'he maps in this classification. The dist,inguishing feature of this class as shown by figure 5 is the high pressure cell over,the nort,heast Pacific with it,s axis oriented northwestsoutheast. Its eastern periphery may extend inland over the coast, but t'he center remains some distance from the coast. There may be two cente.rs, one close to the California coast, aiid t,he other center farther out in the Pacific to t>he northwest,. Fronts moving across the Aleutian Islands and over Alaska are steered southeastward by the ma.jor circulation around this High. This current of air becomes very unstable as it moves southeastward over the ocean and in the absence of fronts show-ery weather usually prevails at Portland. The sc,at,tergram, figure 2, shows that these maps produce rain in a vast majority of cases, 91 percent of those in this sample. No means were found by which the "no-rain" days could be separated from the ' I rain" days, probably because of the few days without rain compared to the number of days with rain. Thus, for Class I1 maps, the objective method always calls for a forecast of rain. Class 111 (Z>O>M, Z>/M/).-These are maps known as "sout.hwest8erly" t,ypes an example of which is shown in figure 6 . There is a st,rong circulation from west to en.st with a weaker component toward the nort,li. The High off the west const usually shift,s to the sout,h or southwest just before the onset of rain. At, times it merely weakens as anot,he,r Hi h appears farther west,. There the occurrence of rain a t Portland but satisfacbory results could not be obtained by usin the 1ocat)ion of the cent,er the High a t the coordinat8e, 50"N., 135'W., however, did give very good resulk The pressure a t this point wa,s used as one of the coordinates in plot.ting cases for all maps of this class in figure 10. I n the large sample rain occ.urred almost invariably whenever this pressure was near or lower than 1010 mbs. The effectiveness of the High off the coast in shielding Portland from rain is often offset by a High over northern Alaska. The probability of rain is greatly increased whenever there is a pressure gradient from central Alaska to the coast of British Columbia. When t,his gradient is reversed, southwest type Lows frequently recurve farther northward as they approach the coast and, the probability of rain decreases.
The pressure gradient, betwe.en the. points 65' N., 140' W. the tsough advances slowly eastward and produces rain as it nears t,he coast and moves onshore. Another distinguishing feature of these maps is the high pressure over the coast and Far West in contrast to low pressure over that area in a "northerly" type. Because these Lows move northward ancl generally reach Portland only in the late phase of the type, the occurrences of rain are less fmquent. hIany t,iiiies in the past rain was forecast much too early in these situations.
These maps were the most difficult t,o deal with and a.t this stage of the study the results are less satisfactory than those obtained with other dames. The trough of low pressure which is the dominant feature usually extends over 30 degrees of latitude. This made it necessary to separate tlie maps into three groups to obtain the best results. One group consisted of maps with Lows centered in the area from latitude 45' N. t,o 30' N. and from longit,ude 150' W. to 130' W. For these Lows the pressures a t the points 50' N., 125' W. and 40' N., 135' W. meas. urecl the gradient offshore and t,o a large extent measured t,he intensity of the trough. These two variables were used as coordinates in plott.ing figure 11. On this graph a line was drawn, above which most of the cases were "no-rain". Howeve.r, a search for two additional variables was required to further stratify the cases below the line. The pressure difference between 40' N., 130' W. and 40' N., 160' W. usually covered the breadth of the trough and it showed some relationship to rain. Another variable which was more significant than many others tried was the pressure gradient north to south across the western part of the Plat,eau (pressure difference between 50' N., 115' W. arid 35' N., 115O W.). The results of using these variables as coordinates in plotting the cases below the curve ( fig. 11) t,hat the t,rough (or Low) is approaching t,he coast, whereas high pressure indicat.es t,hat the high pressure system, which is found over the west coast in a sout,herly t,ype, strill dominat'es t,he coastal weat,her.
It will be seen from figure 13 t,hat on sout.herly maps with Lows west of 150' W. the st,ratification of "rain" and "no-rain" cases was not entirely satisfactory. This suggest,s that in any revision of bhis met,hod, these maps may have to be taest2d separately ns it may be that the original points chosen for typing maps mill re uire revision Frequently there were Class IV maps with Lows in bot,h areas upon which the above t,wo groupings depend. Each such cas? was treated individually according to procedures for bot'h groups. In t)ests it was found advisable to forecast rain if the objeckive forec.ast of either group indicated rain.
The final group of sout'lierly mnps were those with a low cent,er east of 130' W. and no center from 130' W. to 160' W. and from 35' N. to 60' N. Lows centered east of 130' W. were moving onshore and none in the sample produced min. Thus, for this group of Class IV maps the objective niet,hocl always calls for a forecast of "no-rain." CZms V (O>hl>Z) .-Maps in t,liis class may be similar to figure 7 except that usually only t,he southernmost Low is present and the two large Highs meet north of this low pressure centx. There w x e only 6 maps of bhis class in the total of 297 maps of the original sample and only 3 in the 121 maps on which t,est,s were made. Because the cases in the sample were t,oo few to permit obtaining significant results, no forecast'ing technique w8.s developed. Therefore, it is merely nohed in passing that there were 2 "rain" days and 4 "no-rain" days in the original sample and 3 "rain" days and no "no-rain" days in t,he test sample.
whenever there is a negat,ive meridional circu 'i ation. 
OBSERVED
No rain. _ _ . _ _ _ .
Total--. 
I N D E P E N D E N T CASES
To subject this system of forecasting to a test in cases independent of those used in the investigation, the months of January and February 1937, and December 1930, and 1933, were selected. A preconception was that the weather regime a t Portland in December is normally about the 
OP.SERVED
No rain _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
Total.--Verification of forecasts made from these independent data for December 1930 and 1931, and January and February 1937 gave the results indicated in table 2. 
